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The OBSERVER 
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLAND - GORHAM VOL. 14 NO. 12 DEC. 6, 1971 
.'Change Of Use' 
Clause Blocks Frat 
Ho-use In Gorham 
In recent years the Fraternity House Question has 
caused problems and ill-will between townspeople and 
the University. One needs only to look at the treatment 
of TEP fraternity was subjected to last spring to realize 
that people still don't think of 'frat boys' as good neigh-
bors. The moves by Phi Mu Delta and TKE to permanent 
off-campus homes last spring were the first major steps 
made by the local fraternities toward the establishment of 
houses in town that were accepted by the people of the 
town. So when Delta Chi sought a home at 91 South 
Street in Gorham, it was expected that little trouble 
would come out of it. Unfortunately, old animosity to-
ward the campus fraternities emerged as the Town Appeals 
Board heard arguments as to the issuance of a permit to 
Delta Chi. The permit would allow the fraternity to move 
into the house. The house was formerly used as off 
campus student apartment and was owned by Edward 
E. Woodbrey. 
After. the issuance of the permit to Delta Chi, the 
neighbors of the apartment house protested calling the 
move a 'change of use', something that has to be heard by 
the Town Board of Appeals. Karl Dornish of that same 
Board made the formal protest but relinquished his 
seat at the hearing. 
Among the arguments at the hearing was one stating 
that Delta Chi 'was.going to have parties engaged in 
drinking and there was going to be noise .' A fraternity 
house 'spells trouble', we learned from the neighbors. 
- Accordingly, 'maybe worse things could happen .. .' 
(innuendo to rape, pillage, and burnings?' but nobody 
(cont. on page 6) 
Money Meetings 
The Financial Aid Office has scheduled a series of 
meetings for those students who wish to apply for fi-
nancial aid for the 1972-72 academic year. 
A representative of the Financial Aid Office will 
be available to answer any questions you may have 
concerning late applications for this year, applications 
for next year, and the summer work study program. 
If you intend to be a full time student (I '2 or more 
( cont on page 8) 
The 11 Man Canadian Rock Band, Lighthouse, will perform at Hill Gym this Friday nite at 
8:00 p.m. They currently have two popular singles out with 'One Fine Morning' receiving 
widespread airplay. Tickets are only $1.50 for students, $2.00 for the public and may be 
purchased all this week in the Gorham_Student Center or the Info Booth at Portland's 
Luther Bonney Hall. 
Trustees Give Indians 
Increased-Aid 
The decision by the University of Maine Board 
of Trustees to waive ·tuition and university fees, in-
cluding room and board sharges, for qualified and 
eligible North American Indians residing in Maine 
has been greeted warmly by the 13-student American 
Indian delegation attending the university's Orono 
campus. 
The decision opens the door to increased finan-
cial aid for IO full-time Indian students currently 
studying at Orono and three Indian students tak-
ing Continuing Education Division courses. 
The 13 students had been receiving a goodly 
amount of aid from UMO even before the latest 
trustee, decision. John Madigan, director of student 
aid, said that the IO full-time students were re-
ceiving at least full tuition aid, which at Orono 
amounts to $550 per year. In addition, three of 
the Indian students receive financial aid, counseling 
and tutoring help through the university's Onwards 
Program for· diaadvantaged students. 
The three CED students also receive tuition bene-
fits free for the courses they take at UMO. Of 
the 10 full- time Indian students enrolled at Orono, 
nine are Penobscots and one is a Passamaquoddy. 
The new policy as passed by the Boar,1 · of Trus-
tees provides money for room and board and for 
fees to be waived for qualified and eligible North 
American Indians residing in Maine who are accepted 
for undergraduate , graduate and continuing educa-
tion study on any campus of the University . of Maine 
(cont. on page 7) 
Treehouse Presents 
Davis Adaptation 
It is said of Edith Wharton's works, author of the 
novel, ETHAN FROME, that although the situations 
she chose to treat and to enlarge upon are not , at 
first glance , very original or unusual ones, that Edith 
Wharton was perhaps the first American writer to make 
almost exclusively her own the marriage question . She 
explored the many dimensions of marriage , like the 
questions oLthe very grounds of marriage and premarital 
maneuvering, the stresses and strains , the whithering hopes 
and forced adjustments of the marital relationship , the 
intricate issue of divorce , the emotional and psycholo-
gical challenge of adultery, the phenomenon of illigiti-
macy, and the ambigious value of children . 
The script by Owen and Donald Davis is an adapt-
ation from Edith Wharton's novel. It is a n'ineteenth 
ce~tury domestic drama. It is the tragic story of three 
peoples wasted lives. A husband, who has become in-
sensitive to women due to the lack of affection from 
a domineering and hypochondriac wife who makes con-
stant demands on Ethan, and a light bright young rela-
tive of his wife. Their tragic relationship , that -of the 
cousin and Ethan, and the cruching reality of fate makes 
the conclusion as cruchingly surprising as it i:; dramatic . 
· {photo by Gary Keene) 
Ron Martin, Jay Gould, Bonnie Chapman, and Gerry Chamberland preview some of the music 
which will be performed by the Concert Band, the Chorale, and the Chamber Singers at their 
annual Christmas Concert, Sunday, December 12, in Russell Hall on the Gorham campus. 
Edith Wharton says of the stage dramatization;' ... 
there are times when it is comforting, and therefore 
-possible, to compare small things with great; and if I 
(cont. on page 6) 
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Liquor I. D. Cards Available To PoGoans 
APPLICATION FOR ADULT IDENTIFICATION CARD No. J?.~.9...0. .... 
MAINE STATE LIQUOR COMMISSION 
1. Full name . . of applicant ..• ~ .. c..d.:s. .. \ ..  e .. v ................ X. ......  ])..;.1 .. 1 .. (.~.Ll..u..c.k.t.L ..... k.i ;.3...: :..lill 
,' First Tl\ 'Middle - t · Telephone · 
2. Address .3. .. :;>. .. <:::.: ...... !.:\.::J .. (:.. X .......... t:' O.(j.':'°.:, fY~"\ O .~J.... '\ \'{\ C~ \ n E. 
Street or P.O. \ox No. City or Town . .\. ..... s~"t;;······· ....... .. 
3. Date of BirthM_Jjt .. h . . :~D{ i y\Y ....•.. \'.:!...5.\-:~'. .... Place of Birth .hLin rl Mc\..~.0 .. £. ............... . 
1 
on ~ 
1 
ay • ear · 1 City or Town State 
4. Height .,5 ..... .. .? ... · ...... Eyes ... bl..v.~ ........ Hair \?\(-:i::<:.::.\S .. Marks v----r----.n /C (Ft.) - (In.) ··············1 ····1'--'···· ··· ··;.__··· 
5. Md, mm, _ C~c\;.,, - B4>6;;;;;:,sL J?u'"'\2nuclceL 
6. Mother's maiden name ........ J:::i.n.n.<\.... .t::\.C\,.( ... \.~ ............. Sr•\\th.. . ·················· . 
. First Middle Last 
Note: I certify that the foregoing information and documents are mine and concern me. 
Date 'Ds:: s'..35 icoJ.......... t0V~R~\.\£~'~}lr·•,p>t,lC1.?.,( 
Shown above is a facsimile of the form you must fill out to receive a State Liquor Commission I.D. 
Radio Station Plans Big Thing 
Big things are in the making for WGOR according 
to WGOR's Howard Allen. The station plans to go 
before the publication BGard with a request for $3,700 
for, the purchase of equipment necessary to start broad-
casting. This money would allow WGOR to reach both 
campuses instead of the present single campus, through 
the use of a ten watt transmitter and more sophisticated 
broadcast equipment. 
The staff of the station presently numbers 27 . The 
station now broadcasts on the FM band at 106 from 5 p.m. 
to 11 p.m. or so. There are a variety of programs offered 
ranging grom classical to heavy rock. There. are still a 
number of positions open to those who are interested. 
Contact Howard Allen in 519 of Anderson Hall or see 
Kathy Monohan. No experience is necessary. 
In the future the station wishes to broadcast student 
oriented program~. They also would expand their times 
of operation as the money is made available . 
According to a recent survey taken at the, Gorham , 
campus 87 .6% of the people, in answer to the question 
'Do you think a station like WGOR is needed?' said yes, 
they thought such a station was needed. 
There will be a meeting of WGOR staff at 7:30 
Thursday, in the studio ( 512 Anderson). All are in-
vited to attegd. 
Howard Allen, Station Manager 
Students Open Continuing Show 
If you're 20 or older and want to buy liquor after 
· December 20th in a State Store in, Greater Portland, 
then you should try to make it to either the Portland 
Student Union on Dec. 8 or the Gorham Student Center 
on Dec. 9 between 10 a.m: and 4 :30 p.m. Representa-
tives from the Maine State Liquor Commission will be 
there to check identifications and process applications 
for the Maine Liquor I.D. card. They will cost $1, and 
to get one needs at least three (3) pieces of identifica-
tion with ones birthdate on it--drivers liceiise, draft 
card, birth certificate (or note from the registrar's 
office certifying date of birth), confirmation paper, 
or some similiar item. 
Persons can pick up an application early this week in 
either Union and fill out the front only to save time on 
the 8th or 9th. You can get your finished ID by the 
20th in the lounge where they took the picture. Mis-
representation of facts is punishable by a $500 fine and/ 
or 11 months imprisonment or both. Don't try to beat 
them!!! 
. The following procedure should be followed to 
obtain these ID cards: 
(1) Pick up the application cards at the Gorham 
Student Center and at the Portland Student Union 
as soon as possible. (2) Fill out the necessary infor-
mation and leave it in the above offices. (3) The sch-
edule is: Portland Student Union, December 8th fa 
at 10-4:30. Gorham Student Center, December 9th 
at 10-4:30. (4) It is suggested that students bring 3 
pieces of valid identification (with their date of birth) 
with them on the 8th or 9th. ID's are operators 
licenses, birth certificates, armed forces ID card, and 
selective service cards (5) If a student does not have 
3 ID's with date of birth, he/she must apply before 
the 8th or 9th in the Gorham Student Center or Port-
. . 
land Student Union and special arrangements can be 
made. (6) Cost of obtaining these ID cards is $1.00 
(to cover cost of picture). (7). The cards should be 
received in the Portland Student Union and Gorham 
Student Center by December 20th-so stop by and 
pick them up . (8) Note: Misrepresentation of ID 
information may be punished by a $500 fine or 
11 months imprisonment or both. 
.. 
Scogis Lectures 
The students of the SCOGIS 104 course in mental 
retardation would like to invite all interested members 
of the campus community to attend a presentation on 
various aspects of mental retardation to be given oy a 
group of administrators from fineland Hospital. Pres-
senting lectures will be : Dr. Monroe, Acting· Super-
intendent of Pineland Hospital; Dr. Allport, Director 
of Medical Services; Dr. Pierce, Psychology Depart-
ment ; Mrs. Pay~r, Head of Volunteer Services; and 
- Mr. Bove, Department of Social Services. 
' 
There will be a ireeting of all Art students inter-
ested in studmt shows in Hasting; Formal at 6:00 
p.m. Tuesday. 
"Three Way Show" is the collective work of David 
Lewis, Tom Block, and Gordon Mallory, students in 
the U.M.P.G. Art Program. Limited to drawings, each 
artist explains the direction in which he is working, 
and each is very different from the ·other. 
"Three Way Show" will be on display in the newly 
formed Student Gallery in the back of the UMPG-Gor-
ham Art Gallery from Dec. 6 to Dec. 21, Mon. - Fri. 
10-5, Sun. 2-5 . There will be an opening, the artists 
attending, Monday, Dec. 6 at 7:00 p.m. 
"Three Way Show" is the first of what is hoped 
to be a continuing program of bi-weekly student shows. 
The program· is being designed by students to promote 
professionalism of attitude in their work and to bring 
together the Portland and Gorham factions of the 
UMPG Art Program. The success of this show will 
help determine whether or not these goals will be 
realized. 
The Student Education Association will hold 
its December meeting on Thursday December 9, 
1971 at 8 p.m. in Hastings Formal. 
Mrs. Rebecca Fyalka ·and several members of the 
Urban Adult Learning Center ··will provide a gr.oup 
presentation of slides and a discussion of the facil-
it~es, problems encountered and the opportqnities 
for preprofessional expe~ences. 
All U.M.P.G. students are invited to attend. 
The following changes have been made in the Final 
Exam Schedule. 
G EDU 303 Sec. 4 should be 
P BIO 201 Sec. 1 should be 
P BIO 201 Sec. 2 should be 
G CHEM 111 should be 
P FRE 131 Sec. 2 should be 
P MS 15-1 · should be 
P MS 362 should be 
201 PS Per. 8 
305 SCI Per.13 
305 SCI Per. 13 
312 B Per. 20 
205 PS Per. 19 
205 PS Per. 13 
205 PS Per. 12 
It is hoped that professors will encourage their 
students to attend this presentation. It should be 
of particular interest to students with interests in the 
disciplines of psychology, social welfare , and educa-
tion, and to those students interested in becoming 
involved with volunteer programs. 
The Pineland presentation will be .held from 2:00 
_p.m. to 4 :00 p.m. on Wednesday, December 8, in ·•t1t.: 
Luther Bonney Auditorium on the Portland campus. 
A reception will follow. 
Christmas Concerts Planned at Gorham 
The University Concert Band, The Chamber Sing- cantata will be' Bonnie Chapman· of Machias, Jay Gould 
ers; and the Gorham Chorale will present the annual· of Greenwich, Connecticut, Brenda Humphrey from 
Christmas Concert at 8 pm on Sunday, December 12 in Gray-New Gloucester. The Chorale will also perform 
Russell Hall on the Gorham campus. The Concert the Mass for Chorus and wind instruments by Igor Stra-
Band, under the direction of Mr. Ronald Martin, will vinsky. The ~horale recently performed this work 
perform Bach's "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring", Haydn's with the Portland Symphony Orchestra. 
"Toy Symphony", two movements from Tschaikowsky's 
"Nutcracker Suite", Nelhybel's "Chorale0'or Symphonic 
Band", Anderson's "Sleigh Ride" and Washburn's Bur-
lesk for Band. 
The Chamber Singers, directed by Mr. Gerard Cham-
berland will sing several well known carols in addition 
to Poulenc's, "Hodie Christus Natus Est", Pierce's 
"How Still He Rests" for oboe and voices, and two 
Spanish carols with guitar accompaniment. 
The Gorham-Chorale, also directed by Mr. Chamber-
land will perfont! Bach'.s "For us a Child is Born"cor 
soloists chorus and ,tring orchestra. Soloists for the 
December 15, 1971 - 8:00 p.m., Russell Hall, 
Gorham. The UMPG Music Department and the 
Modern Dance Club present a concert of Christmas 
music featuring the A , Cappella Choir, the Brass 
Ensemb!e, and the Dance Club. 
Dance Marathon 
Ends In Tri-Tie 
The extent to which the human race will reach 
to enjoy themselves was exemplified this past Fri-
day, when twenty-two couples participated fyl the 
fidus Achetes sponsored Dance Marathon. At 7:00 
the group , accompanied by various sorts of specta-
tors, started .. . some lasting early into Sat.md ay morn-
ing. In the light of a l 930's disaste r, some couples 
literally held each other up to the suffe ring ques-
tions of," Am I moving?" and ,"What time is it?" 
With the help of beers , c;old towels , and the sup-
port of many a sleeping spec ta tor , most of the 
moving (dancing was hardly the description for what 
was going on later into the nigh t) par ticipants 
lasted longer than expected . The battle of endur-
ance ended 10 :30 Saturday morning with three 
couples still moving strong. There was a two-way 
tie between Jerry Young and Joanne Stockwell and 
Dick Kidney and Barbra Jesson. Following in . 
THIS IS THE SCAFFOLDING that holds up the men that work on the building that holds in 
the people that hold up your progress that holds all your plans. Right? 
close pursuit were Earl Foley and Nancy La Riv.\ere . 
What was the reward for this highly exhausting 
endeavor? ... a six pack of beer. Ral1 , rah rah ... 
what a great prize for fifteen and one half hours 
Lighthouse Fuses Jazz And Classical of participation . 
Inside a country called Canada there's a city known 
as Toronto. And in that city a fantastic musical group 
has come into being. 
Lighthouse uses a continuous fusion of ideas from 
eleven member personalities. With backgrounds rang-
ing from rock to jazz to classical, they are all geared 
towaFd one goal - superb music. 
The group's evolution has been a drawing together 
of strengths. Two years ago the original concept was 
one of classica - jazz oriented melodic sound._ As 
several members found it necessary to leave for the 
Dr. Burke Convinces 
Some But Not All 
....--=-~ 
Mention the name "Dr. Burke" to the Surgeon 
General of the United States these days and you' re 
likely to get a less than polite response. It seems 
that Surgeon General Jesse Steinfeld was testifying 
before the National Commission on Marijuana and 
Drug Abuse. Tracing the history of marijuana use, 
he noted: "Indeed, Dr. Burke, president of the 
American .Historical Reference Society and consultant 
of the Smithsonian Institution, reports that no less 
than seven U.S. presidents smoked marijuana, includ-
ing Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Jackson, 
Taylor, and Pierce." 
The remarks caused not a ripple among the lis-
teners, but before long, all Washington was snicker-
ing. Apparently there is no American Historical 
Reference Society - and no Dr. Burke. The 
Smithsonian certainly never heard of hi!n. Fur-
thermore, there's no evidence whatever that any 
of those presidents did-or dii not-smoke grass. 
George Washington, at least, didn't smoke anything, 
according to the Mount Vernon Ladies Association, 
which said, "He also grew corn. Do they say he 
smoked corn silk, too?" 
The whole thing appears to have started as a joke 
in the underground press, which was poking fun at 
military men and politicians. Somehow the infor-
mation reached Dr. Steinfeld as having come from 
an authoritative source, and he, all unaware, repeated 
it as truth. 
Dr. Steinfeld might well recall another famous 
Bur_!(e of the notorious nineteenth-century team . of 
Burke and Hare, who did a brisk business in mur-
der and the sale of the resulting corpses to medi-
cal schools for ~1i;section . To deceive the buyers 
into thinking the victims had died a natural death, 
the two men generally killed by suffocation, leav-
ing no marks of viol_ence. 
From this practice has arisen a popular English\ 
expression, "to burke," meaning to dispose of 
quietly or to suppress. It might be said that Dr. 
Steinfeld would like to burke the whole episode 
of Dr. Burke . 
reprinted from Family Health Magazine, Dec., 1971 
more stable life of st,udio work, dynamic new people 
from various bands found their homes with Lighthouse; 
the atmosphere relaxed and the musical direction be-
came recharged. 
Lighthouse is a family - a group of people who play 
together because they enjoy it. Arrangements are 
worked out by the group to tell about the songs in-
stead of to display virtuoso instrumental solos. The 
result is a musicality and a tightness that's rare for a 
group of so many. 
Originally, Skip Prokop, former drummer with the 
°Toronto group the Paupers, asked pianist Paul Hoff~rt 
to join with him in developing an idea and assembling 
the talent. Skip is considered one of the foremost per-
cussionists in the rock field today. Besides playing with 
and leading the Paupers, he was drummer on Super 
Session with Al Kooper anc;! Mike Bloomfield and has 
performed with Cass Elliot, Richie Havens, Peter, Paul 
and Mary and many other contemporary. singers. 
Paul Hoffert has been a music director at CBC (Cana-
dian Br©adcasting Corporation), a film composer in 
England and Germany and a soloist with several sym-
phony orchestras. He composed the music to the off-
Broadway musical "Get Thee to Canterbury" and 
wrote the scores for many fulms, including the Cannes 
Award winner, "Winter Kept Us Warm". His sole con-
centration now is on playing piano and vibes with · 
Lighthouse. Like Skip, the lead singer and the other 
rhythem players have rock backgrounds. Bob McBride 
lead singer, appeared with a Canadian group, The 
Change, before Lighthouse and he discovered each 
other. Ralph Cole , guitarist, had his own band, 
"Thyme", in the Detroit area. He and Skip met when 
the Paupers were appearing there, and they finally 
came together in Lighthouse. Louie Yacknin's bass 
playing with groups such as J.P. and the Playboys in 
and around Toronto gave him the solid background 
needed by the new sounds of Lighthouse. 
The horn players, as well as Paul Hoffert, all left 
studio and television work to become part of the group. 
Interestingly, they all have jazz experience in their 
backgrounds. Howard Shore, alto sax and flute, at-
tended the Berkeley School of Music in Boston before 
becoming an arranger for CBS, nd still writes scores 
for some shows. Keith Jolimore was music director 
for the TV rock show "The Music Hop" in his home 
area of Nova Scotia before bringing his baritone and 
tenor saxophones and his flute to the group. Larry 
Smith was educated in Paris as an aerospace engineer, 
a skill he never used again . He learned to play trom-
bone (and trumpet) because he loves music. Peter 
Pantaluk played lead trumpet with the Berkeley Or-
chestra at the Berkeley School of Music in Boston. 
On graduating, he headed straight for Lighthouse. 
Report Says Air War 
is Not Winding Down 
A research report released by a group at Cornell 
University pr3sents for the first time detailed statis-
tical data on the American air war in Indochina. The 
data reveal that, contrary to reports and impressions, 
the air war in Indochina is not being "wound down" 
like the ground war. As U.S. troops are withdrawn, 
massive aerial firepower remains to substitute for man-
power. The Administration's policy of withdrawal-with 
out-political-compromise leaves it still -boxed in by the 
enemy's military initiatives ; the only response avail-
able is masseve retaliation from the air. 
The study, sponsored by the Center for International 
Studies at Cornell University, found that in 1971 as 
much bombing is being done in Indochina (which is 
about the size of Texas) as was done in all theaters 
in World War II. In the first 8 months of this year, 
over half a million. tons of air dropped munitions were 
used , 17 times the total amount used by the British 
in 10 years .of successful counterinsurgency in Malaya. 
By the end of this year, the Nixon Administration will 
have deployed in three years as much bomb t-omage 
as the Johnson Administration did in five : 
3.6 Million Tons of Bombs 
In South Vietnam alone, the U.S. h:1s already dropped 
3.6 million tons of bombs, almost four times as much 
as it used in the Korean war. The report presents 
a study of the impact of an air war conducted on such 
a scale. Only 5% to 8% of the air sorties flown in 
South Vietnam were in direct support of American or 
allied troops in battle; the rest were for interdiction, 
harassment; and retaliation - missions which, in a 
country being defended not attacked fromthe air, re-
sult in widespread civil destruction among the popula-
tion whose allegiance is being sought. The motivation 
for many of the air strikes is documented by the leaf-
let drops which preceded them; the texts of several 
such leaflets are cited . In South Vietnam to date, it 
is estimated that there have been over one million 
civilian casualties, including 325,000 deaths, while over 
6 million people (one-third of the population) have 
become refuges. 
U.S. air activity in South Vietnam itself has been 
cut back, with the South Vietnamese Air Force taking 
Star Showers 
Both string players have straight classical backgr.ounds. On the night of December 15 , the first of three 
Don DiNovo, who plays viola, has a degree in electronic meteorite showers will enter the earth's atmosphere. On 
music from Totonto's Royal Conservatory of Music. that night there will be forty to fifty shooting stars 
Before joining Lighthouse he played with the Toronto per hour. A second shower will follow approximately 
and Hamilton Symphony orchestras and was a disc one week later. The third and most spectacular will 
jockey on classical radio shows and for CHUM . FM. rain the early moring skies January 4 with sixty or more 
shooting stars per hour. 
-Editorials 
Nobody Is Listening 
We are all waiting for the next round in the continuing Arab - Israeli feud, right? " ... so we 
can watch them Jews tear-ass on those dumb A-rahs." The next war in the Near East could be 
more horrible than Treblinka and Dachau magnified a thousand times. The world !Day watch 
that hotspot like a three ring circus, but we wonder if you know where the clowns are. 
And we have a new war, now. It is undeclared, but the sides are clearly discernible and 
the world powers have already chosen sides. We supply guns, money and planes to Pakistan, 
the U.S.S.R. does the same to India, and China chooses Pakistan guerillas. In the midst of un-
believable famine, armies are fighting and bleeding and dying. And even though we deplore it, 
we must .marvel at an arrangement which encourages both sides' bosses to discuss over coffee 
the different ways men can be sent to kill. Human life is meaningless to "world leaders" and 
we fear that their values spread like a fungus in t_heir footsteps. 
You think you have a pretty good world here, do you? Well, with any direction, Techno-
logy could free you from work for the rest of your life. Proper direction could lead Science to 
cures for any disease that you fear. But ... it will not happen. You have no voice to cry out for 
~hange, or at least no one is listening. A few maniacs are working to destroy you, and feeble 
plead_ing is lost in the roar of their bombers and the booming of their cannons. 
_ So most of you will follow, as you have before, hoping that you choose a winner. Read 
the rulebook; a winner is defined (apparently) as the one who is left after everyboby else has 
lost - everybody - every body. 
Some of you have tried to work within established systems - and you have failed. You may 
have tried to circumvent those systems while acknowledging their right to exist - and you have 
failed. Now, what alternatives do you have? 
When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the 
political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of 
the earth, the separate and equal station to. which the laws of nature and nature's God entitle 
them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes_ 
which impel them to separation. 
We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal; that they are endowed 
by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these ·are life, liberty, and the p1;1rsuit 
of happiness. That to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their 
just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes 
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the peoJ?le to alter or abolish it, and to institute a new 
government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as 
to them shall ·seem most likely to effect their safety and their happiness. Prudence, indeed, will 
dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; 
~nd, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposec;l to suffer, while evils 
are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. 
But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a 
design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off 
such government, and to provide new guards for their future security. 
-excerpted from The Declaration of Independence 
written by Thomas Jefferson and revolutionary friends 
Platter Perspective 
Beautiful Day, 
Jimi Hendrix 
1. It's A Beautiful Day - Choice Quality Stuff/ 
Anytime - Columbia - KC-30734 
As usual, most of this group's material is uneven 
ranging from such fine cuts as 'Creed -of Love' and 
'No Word for Glad' to junk such as most of side two. 
'Ip.e style is an edei::tic, at times corny, hodgepodge of 
styles including baroque, late-fifties rockabilly, coun-
try, and folk all woven into a very impressionistic collag(; 
of sound. Bruce Steinberg does extremely fine work on 
the harmonica and David La Flamme's fireworks on the 
electric violin places him in the same, category as Jerry 
Goodman. The overall musical value of the album 
however depends on how much their work has meanL to 
you in the past. 
2. Shades of Joy - Music of 'El Topo' (Alexander 
Jodorowsky) - Douglas-6. 
Douglas is a new subsidiary label of Columbia spe-
cializing in esoterica which evidently Columbia doesn't 
dare release on her own label, being as money-con-
scious ·as she is. The selections from Douglas have 
included a collection of excerpts from the speeches of 
Malcolm X, acoustic guitar music by John McLaughlin 
(which will be reviewed in a subsequent issue along with his 
new recording of his Mahavishru orchestra on the regu-
lar Columbia label), and a rather lack luster jam ses-
sion of Jerry Garcia. 
The cover has a picture of some beady-eyed charac-
ter who looks like a vampire in search of a transfusion. 
The music is a free-wheeling, loosely-knit synthesis of 
rock jazz, and bossa-nova meticulously performed by 
a group which calls itself Shades or'Joy. I am not 
familiar with any of the names listed but, judging from 
the results the musicians apparently relish what they are 
doing and impartan aura ofhigh-calibre professionalism 
to their work. I have not seen the movie but this 
soundtrack would certainly create a desire in anyone 
to watch the local cinema listings. 
3. Cat Stevens - Teaser and the Firecat - A and 
M. 
Another Cat Stevens album just as great as 'Tea for 
. the Tillerman' and 'Mona Bone Jakon' confinns my 
impression that he, Gordon Lightfoot and Randy New-
man are the three most exciting male composer/perfonners 
on the scene now. Every song on the album is either 
very good or excellent. For God's Sake, don't miss this 
one. 
4. Jimi Hendrix - Soundtrack from 'Rainbow 
Bridge' - Reprise - MS-2040. 
A fitting memorial to the great perfonner of prefor-
mer of previously unreleased material. Any Hendrix 
freak will want this particularly for the 'Star Soangled 
Banner' which achieves· symphonic dimensions unheard 
of in rock music. My own favorite is the particularly 
funky 'Dolly Dagger' for the biting, slashing, ear-split-
ting but superbly controlled guitar picking which set 
this man apart from the dozens of imitators now clog-
ging rock music. 
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Only you can set yourself free. 
the doctor's bag 
by Arnold Werner, M.D. Copyright, 1971 
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974, East 
Lansing, Mi. 48823 
QUESTION: In order to improve my snorkeling 
I have been practicing holding my breath. I have 
become concerned over possible physical hazards. 
What are the safe techniques of improving one's breath 
holding ability? 
ANSWER: Under usual circumstances, a person 
uses only a fraction of his lung's capacity to hold air. 
Through practice, it is possible to. learn how to use 
the full potential volume. Singers and musicians who 
play wind instruments have a well developed capacity 
for holding their breath. Practicing brt:athing deeply 
and holding your breath, as well as exercising vigor-
ously to increase the efficie~cy of your breathing are 
helpful. 
There is a very important warning that you should 
I plan to make w}.ale meals of bread and cheese and 
such and will probably see very little vegetables and 
meat. 
ANSWER: For a person in good health, it is pretty 
difficult to become run down because of poor eating 
for only a (ew months . I do not know what this 
super-potency jazz is, but multivitamins probably 
would be harmless. 
I always like my bread and cheese with some fruit 
and wine. The combination gives· you a good amount 
of protein, fat, carbohydrate, and vitamins (fresh fruit 
is good stuff). The wine will allay your anxieties about 
your nutrition. ' 
QUESTION: My problem is a sexually inhibited 
boyfriend. We are both 21 and it seems strange to me 
that he should have so many hang-ups. During the 
be aware of. Inhaling and exhaling rapidly before taking 
a deep breath in diving is highly dangerous. This tech-
nique succeeds in blowing off the normal amount of 
carbon dioxide in your blood stream and makes you 
insensitive to the need for oxygen. Under such cir-
cumstances it is possible to lose consciousness with-
past year we have seen each other for about one week-
end every month. I'm the first girl that he has seriously 
dated and I realize that intimate experiences are new 
to him, but it bothers me that he is still ashamed of 
his body and its functions. Due to his education and · 
home life, he considers sexual activity "dirty and not 
nice." We never have had intercourse but he has be-
come excited to the point of ejaculation. He thinks 
this is wrong and even though he enjoys it, it upsets 
him greatly. 
out ever experiencing "air h~nger." Obviously, losing 
consciousness under water can be fatal. 
QUESTION: l will be traveling in Europe this win-
ter and expect to be eating very poorly for economic 
reasons. Can I maintain my excellent health if I take 
super-potency multi-vitamins and a protein supplement? . 
Because I have had more sexual experience than my 
boyfriend, this is a frustrating relationship for me. I 
tend to feel almost guilty because I often feel as if I 
am the agressor and I am not accustomed to this role. 
You'd think I was trying to leave the , country 
to dodge the draft or smuggle narcotics into Ba-
ton Rouge, Louisiana, or hyjack a plan.e or cross 
against the light. All I was doing was trying to 
find a place to live. 
For reasons not worth explaining (but, of course, 
I will anyway), I wanted to move out of my apart-
ment. My apartment was one of those primeval 
campus tenements that used to be a Chinese noodle 
factory but some local developers decided that with 
a few cardboard walls here and there -- mostly here 
-- It would be suitable for student dwelling. So • 
for three years, I ·dwelled. 
It was paint~d Mausoleum Mauve. It had peel-
ing flowered wallpaper, a hole in the wall for a 
phone, those pink plastic folding doors that crink-
led at night when you opened them and woke up 
the whole building.- And lots of green warped li-
noleum. A bedroom in the hallway, a hallway in 
the be~room, a kitchen in a broom closet. But 
with a dishwasher . A typical campus apartment. 
You know the one I mean. You probably live in 
it. 
So I put an ad, which I could ill-aford, in the 
Sunday paper. "Young writer seeks middle-class 
dwelling. . . " 
At 6:30 Sunday morning the ph·one rang. 
"How young?'! 
"Huh?" 
"How y,oung? Are you, that is." 
"Oh. I'm 22." 
"You're too young to live here," the voice 
gorl' 
On Finding A Home 
croaked. "And furthermore, don't bother me any-
more at 6:30 in the morning, you dirty hippie." 
Click. 
-
I went back to sleep in my hallway, And an 
hour later. . . 
"Come right over. Have I got a place for you. 
Luxurious, like you wouldn't believe. It's just what 
you want: Old World Charm. A lovely bedroom, 
a kitchen in which you could eat off the floor. 
Beautiful green shiny floors and modern doors. 
And a dishwasher. We're going to evict the fel-
low who lives there now. You sound like a nice 
boy" (I ~1adn't said a word except Hullo) "so 
come right over." 
"Where is this place?" I asked. He proceeded 
to give me my own address. 
And so it was back to bed. But not for long. 
For the next forty minutes, the phone didn't stop 
nngmg. So I put on my Jockeys, a Sunday suit 
and a tie-dyed tie and started out. 
The middle-aged lady and her husband in the 
pink painted house asked me to sit down. "Can 
we make you a drink or roll you a joint or any-
thing?" she as~ed. 
"We're interested in getting someone young -
someone Hip, Hep and With It, to live here," she 
said. "We understand the Youth Movement and 
hope to have some Meaningful Dialogue," she con-
tinued. "We're very Now, Relevant and Flowing 
Poople. Ernie, my husband, bought a pair of bell 
bottoms yesterday. Didn't you Ernie?" Ernie 
nodded and ran into his room to try them on. 
"So you see, Man, we think we know Where It's 
At and we think that Where It's At is here." I 
nodded wondering where what was at. 
"May we Rap for awhile?" she asked, smooth-
ing out the wrinkles in her aging mini. 
"Will you be .. having loud and noisy hallucinogenic 
drug parties?" 
"No." 
"Oh. But are you an acid rock freak and ,play 
Well,coach ... 
I think he's 
a cinch fur 
the 1-\eisman 
Troph!Jr 
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I'm concerned about whether all his years of inhibitions 
can be undone. Do you think that with .such a back-
ground he could ever have a guilt-free sexual relation-
ship in marriage? 
ANSWER: Some men remain inhibited about sexual 
matters well Llto adulthood. The common belief 
that it is only women who are so affected is a myth. 
A number of frustrating situations can develop 
when the sexual needs of one partner are not being 
met by the other partner. Unfortunately; many couples 
assume that marked differences in sexual attitudes be-
come resolved automatically after marriage . This may 
not be the case. Kind understanding can go a long 
way to help your boyfriend. So can introducing him 
to a variety of writings on the subject. My favorite 
is a Bantam paperback by Donald W. Hastings called 
Sexual Expression in Marriage. After attempts of this 
type , if the problem still remains, you may be faced 
with a difficult decision that you are not for each 
other. You will both be doing each other a favor to 
acknowledge this now rather than waiting until after 
marriage . Many men such as your boyfriend can bene-
fit from more experience and may undergo a change in 
attitude with time. The sporadic contacts you have 
had together during the past year would make it hard 
to tell how things would go if you were together more 
often. Resolving your problem may depend largely on 
lww your boyfriend feels after you explain your dis-
comfort to him. 
it loud all day am! all night?" 
"No. I'm an opera buff, actually'.' 
"Well. Will you be holding peace rallies and 
protest marches in and around the area of the 
house - you know, Up The System and all that..." 
"I don't think so." 
"Ernieee"!" she shouted. "Don't bother putting 
on your bells for this square. We don't want him 
here." 
The ·next three apartments aren't worth going 
into in any great detail. One was blue brick 
(Get a hair cut, sonnie, and you can move in."), 
another was white painted wood ("No smoking, 
drinking, pets, people, talking or breathing.") and 
one was gray stucco ("Why isn't a nice boy like 
you at home with your mother?") 
And of course there were others. The old red-
haired lady who said I _could move into her board-
ing house if I stayed away from her bedroom, the 
older white-haired lady who said I could move into 
her boarding house if I shared her bedroom. Ihe 
man who said I could move in if I could furnish 
the place in Middle-Period French Provincial (I'm 
strictly Early Orange Crate, . myself.) The man who 
said I could move in if I did a column on him. 
And them I found it. Large brick, a real bed-
room, wood floors , two blocks from the college 
Animal Husbandry building - and cheap. 
"Say, aren't you Rick Mitz , youthful columnist?" 
the chipper landlord chirped. 
"Yes," I blushed. 
"I've read all your columns. Every one." He 
paused. "We don't want you here." 
Well, I've finally moved. It's quite a bit more 
expensive than my old apartment. And it's quite 
far from campus. But it does have its charms, 
It's one of those primeval apartments that used 
to be an Italian Lasagne factory. It has those 
pink plastic folding doors and lots of green 
warped linoleum. And a bedroom in the hallway. 
And I hang my clothes over the stove. No dish-
washer. But it's home. 
(.Jeah .' I-le has al I tne speed ot' Man ... 
and the intelligence 
oP a horse. 
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cont. from page 2 
Richard Armin, cellist, left New York where he was 
a studio musician, to 'play with the Toronto Symphony 
orchestra. 
These talented musicians have meshed together a 
tightness and togetherness that enables Lighthouse to 
play anywhere: the Isle of Wight Festival gave them 
a standing ovation; at the Monterrey and Newport 
Jazz Festivals audiences were electrified; at the At-
lantic City Pop Festival 70,000 people were on their 
feet screaming for more; clubs and concert halls in 
the United States and Canada want them to return; 
appearances with groups such as. the Toronto Sym-
phony, the Vancouver Symphony, the Edmonton 
Symphony and the Royal Winni'peg Ballet won them. 
unprecedented respect from the musicians and cheers 
from the classically attuned audiences. 
Lighthouse suggests that people "sing for the free-
dom in everyone's life ... ", and their own choice 
is for the freedom to share their music with as many 
people as they can. And they have a special feeling 
about playing in their home country up north whose 
people have responded with extraordinary loyalty and 
support. But whether they're playing for old supporters 
or new friends, the family, the feeling and the music 
of Lighthouse blend together to create a rare and 
distinctive sound. 
A professional 
ABORTION 
that is safe, 
legal & 
• • 1nexpens1ve 
can be set up on an 
outpatienJ basis by calling 
The Problem Pregnancy 
Educational Service, Inc. 
215-722-5360 
24 hours-7 days 
for professi~nal, confidential 
· · · and carina help. -
cont. from page 1 
in the audience could think of what those worse things 
were. 
The fraternities lawyer, F. Paul Frinsko, asked the 
Board what difference there was between the Delta Chi 
fraternity owning the house or Mr. Woodbrey's renting 
it to students. 
Woodbrey himself said he was 'hurt' by his neighbors' 
reaction to the proplsed sale. In his 14 years experience 
with the college students of Gorham, he has had no pro-
blems at all with the tenants. He could not see the dif-
ference between 'Greek' students and non-Greeks that the 
tow'nspeople saw. 
The Board should announce its decision within the 
next month. 
cont. from page 1 
have broken my lifelong rule of never noticing any 
comments on my works it is because, in reading the 
dramatization by Owen and Donald Davis, I found my-
self thinking at every page; here at least is a new lease 
on life for Ethan, and that discovery moved me more 
than I can say:. 
"It has happe~ed to -me as to most novelists, to have 
the odd experience, through the medium of reviews, 
or dramatizations of their works, to see their books 
as they have taken shape in the minds of others; always 
a curious and sometimes painful revelation. But I 
sometimes imagine few have had the fortune to see 
. the char~cters they had imagined in fiction transport-
ed to the stage without loss or alteration of any sort, 
without even grimacing to see it 'carry' over the foot-
lights." · 
The pa~sive and submissive ETHAN FROME is being 
characterized 'over the footlights' by Steve Kelley, his 
strong and domineering wife, Zeena, by Sharon O'Reilly, 
the young and eager Mattie Silver, cousin to Zeena, by 
Karen McMahon. The cast also includes the colorful 
New England townspeople: Jim Derosier as Dennis 
Eady; Tim Wooten as Jotham; Diana Nedeau as Ruth 
Varnum; Harlam Baker as Ed. Varnum; David Javor 
as Ned Hale ; Sheila Krause as Mrs. Hale; Bill Wood as 
Harmon Gow, Pauline Howe, Carlene Varney, Brenda 
Humphrey, Garry Ross, and Mark Tuck ::omplete the -
cast. 
The production opens February 4th and runs thru 
on February 5th, 10th, 11th, and 12th. The curtain 
rises at 8:00 p.m. at Russell Hall, UMPG-Gorham , 
Campus. Tickets will go on sale in mid-February. 
Mike Roderick , Jim Derosier 
cont. from page 3 
up some of the tactical bombing assignments. U.S. 
emphasis is now more on saturation bombing by B-
52 Stratofortresses. A typical mission of six B-52's 
drops 300,000 pounds of high explosive in a fraction 
of a minute. (A hand gernade conlains less than one 
pound.) Such bombing without a detailed target de-
molishes an area corresponding to 200 city blocks. 
Over half the tonnage dropped in South Vietnam has 
been in s1:1ch massive saturation raids. 
Bombing of North Vietnam between 1965 and 
1968 failed to yield significant results. Economic 
damage inflicted was about $500 million, with 
casualties reaching 100,000, 80% of w~om were 
civilians. (Equivalent damage in the U.S. would have 
been $200 billion and 1.2 million casualties.) In spite 
of the intensity of the air effort, CIA and Defense 
Department studies at L z time showed no measurable 
reduction in North Vietnam's will or capability for 
contributing to the war in the South. The statistics 
cited in the report show that the 1968 bombing halt 
did not actually reduce air activity in Indochina, but 
only shifted its focus-first to below the 20th parallel, 
and then to Laos and the Ho Chi Minh Trail. 
Despite Nixom Administration denials, a major air 
effort has been carriei.l out fn northern Laos to sup-
port ground activities of the Royal Laotian Govern-
ment totally unconnected with the conflict in Viet-
nam. U.S. bombing there during 1969, the study 
reveals , was as intense as that during the attack on 
North Vietnam (200,000 tons per year into an area 
the size of Kentucky), and even fewer restrictions 
were placed on the use of air power than in Vietnam 
The recurring reports of widespread devastation of 
Laotian society are credible in.the light of these 
facts . Despite this massive bombing effort the Pathlet 
Lao now control more territory than ever before. 
Intensity Sustained 
In Cambodia, American air operations have been 
conducted with sustained intensity since 1970. They 
have included not only interdiction missions against 
supply and toop concentrations in the northeast, but 
also close-support operations for Cambodian and South 
Vietnamese toops. · At present Cambodia has joined the 
list of Indochinese countries totally dependent on the 
U.S. for their military and economic survival. 
The air war over the Ho Chi Minh Trail in southern 
Laos has been steadily escalating since 1966, with 400, 
000 tons of munitions dropped this year. This inter-
diction campaign has become the focus of the U.S.' 
air war in Indochina; it has also served as a laboratory 
- for the improvement of air-war technology. Elaborate 
and expensive electronic devices are being developed 
as instrumentation for an "electronic battlefield" , the 
goal wo which is automated and computerized war-
fare, providing an all-weather, day-nigh 1: interdiction 
capability. This development is a further step in the 
depersonalization of war; "machines fight the gooks, 
and no human beings are involved on either side"! 
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"Yes, you can go out and play - but ·don't you dare 
go near the surface!" 
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The direct budgetary costs of the air war thus far 
have been ~bout $25 billion, or about one-quarter of 
the cost of the Indochina war, with the total U.S. 
economic costs estimated at more than $50 billion. 
The immense cost to the people of Indochina cannot 
be put in such precise figures, but it must be taken 
into account in evaluating the air war. 
The air wa: h% al.s1) resulted in a direct and mas-
sive onslaught on the ecology of Indochina. More 
than one-third of the · forest area of Sou th Vietnam 
has been sprayed with defoliants, one-half of the 
country's mangrove forests have been killed off, and 
enough food has been destroyed by herbicides to 
feed 600,000 people for one year. 
Mechanized Paradox 
Various examples point to the paradox inherent 
in the mechanized American response to guerilla war-
fare. For instance, one Defense Department analysis 
showed that the massive American bombing gave the 
enemy more than enough explosives from dud bombs, 
27 000 tons in 1966 alone, to mak,e his mines and 
bo~by traps. Such d~vices killed over 1,000 U'.S. 
soldiers that year, while the air strikes were estimated 
to have killed no more than 100 of the enemy. 
The credibility of the U. S. government statements 
ibout the air war is called into question by numerous 
discrepancies. The Pentagon Papers have now revealed 
developments through early 1968; this report draws 
(cont. on page 8) · 
Porous Defense, Foul Trouble 
i-lurt 8-Ballers On Road 
a lot of drive and can really jump well. He uses his body 
well in positioning on defense and thus can play the bigger 
men to his own advantage. Morrill has settled down from 
last year and should move faster from the head of the key 
to the baseline---something he didn't do last year. With an 
improved eye at the hoop and faster J_Tioves he will play any 
other center as an equal. 
~ ... ~.""1~ /, .. ,i•l '"•/·. ~ • ~ .. ~ ' 
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For students living on campus at .Orono this 
could mean a total financial assista~ce of $1,670 
per year. 
Eli6ibility will be determined by the individual 
campus at which application is made and is extended 
to those persons whose names are included on the 
current tribal c~nsus of either the Passama·quoddy 
or Penobscot tribes of Indians and those persons 
who have resided in Maine for at least one year 
You might be questioning as to 'what happened to the 
basketball team?' in the aftermath of last week's wrong 
foot opening week in which they gave up over 94 points 
per game. Nothing really, we found out after quizzing 
several of the hoopsters Sunday afternoon on campus. 
We're reminded that offensively the PoGoans are averag-
ing 96 points per game; not that bad at all when you con-
sider the foul trouble they've been in. 
The biggest problem facing this squad is learnin:g not 
to fqul (and having refs watch the end of the game) so 
as to not five away 25-30 points each contest. If you 
look at the box of the Castleton game you can note that 
in losing by 10 they lost it at that free throw line where 
the Spartans converted 30 of 39 versus PoGo's 20 of 27. 
You can't win if you're going to beat yourself. 
Lavigne, Tamulevich, and Dufort shoot well, c~n rebound 
with good moves, and can open a break with a little better 
timing. If the team runs, these are the guys that will have 
and at least one of whose parents or grandparents 
was either included on the census of the North 
American Indian tribes or held a band member of 
the Malacite or Micmac tribes. 
to get them going early. 
It won't be a pushover year for UMPG, but neither will 
this team be pushovers. With some good ball playing and · 
less fouls, UMPG should .expect a rewarding court year. We 
look for them to end the season at about 15-7. 
Women's Sports: 
More complete guidelines for the new program 
are being worked out to more clearly define who 
will be eligible for scholastic_ aid. That many may 
enquire about the program is entirely possible in 
the light of the fact that a questionnaire circulated 
at the Orono campus last year revealed 229 pe,sons 
who stipulated they had an Indian ethnic background. There is a lot of talent on this year's team, however, 
and we don't mean to be knocking their ability to play a 
good game. The backcourt men in Simonds, Donahue, Le-
cuyer, Page, and Lemont are quite capable of moving the 
ball through heavy traffic, and can set up a rather tight 
and good zone press of their own. 
Bowlers Wrap Up Season; 
Donahue is damn good as a shooter. .. who's going to Toe Bates girls' bowling team came from behind 
question that? And Simonds can.handle the ball with to defeat UMPG 1616-1585, at Northgate Bow-A-
the best of them. Graffam is fast, hard-playing, and a Rama. 
highly spirited kid; good for the morale of the team. Le- UMPG had a 41 pin lead going into the third 
cuyer has done well in, breaking up toward the front line and final string, but Bates had a 525 for their 
and in hitting the hoop when needed. Bradbury is another string and UMPG could only come up with 453 
fast man, good with his hands, and sharp eyed. Page and pins. 
Lemont can score and should be able to keep out of foul Jo Therriault had a fine string of 191 and wa~ 
trouble. also high with a 468 3-string total for the losers. 
Morrill and Scott at alternating center are a strange Sue Dumais of Bates was high scorer for the 
duo---6'7'' for Morrill and 6'2" for Scott. But Scott has winners with a 459 total. 
Whitmore Predicts: 
IM Action Will Excite And Astound 
Monday-Dec. 6 _ . 
Knicks vs. Cosmos "C" Neither team rates as a 
powerhouse. Cosmos "C" should win because 
of their backcourt . 
Mules vs. ? The ? are a real ? After they were 
upset two weeks ago, they came back from be-
hind and upset Bovine's All-Stars last week. The 
Mules are still a good team despite their decisive 
lose to Barabas. They should win by five points. 
Frosh B vs. Barabas Barabas has averaged 60 points 
a game while holding opponents to 25 points. Bara-
bus shall keep rolling along. 
TKE Zeroes vs. Wings The Zeroes play for the fun 
out it! That is all they can look forward to in this 
one as the Wings should win by fifteen. 
Herman's Hawks vs. Bears Herman's Hawks should 
bounce back and win their second game of the sea-
son. 
Hogs B vs. Bovine's All-Stars The Hogs B team has 
improved considerably since their first game. They 
should edge the All-Stars. 
Sunday-Dec. 12 
Grand Cosmos vs. Hogs A Grand Cosmos is un-
defeated at 3-0 with their big victory over Phi 
Mu Delta. They should have no trouble registering · 
their fourth victory. 
Phi Mu Patriots vs. TKE Trojans TKE has too much 
depth for the Patriots. This should be an interesting 
game as Phi Mu Delta never gives up . 
Faculty vs. Delta Chi If the Faculty shows up for 
the game, it will be a close one. El!en so, Delta 
Chi will win. 
Phi Mu Jets vs. Frosh Heads The Jets will bounce 
back after a close loss to Grand Cosmos. The Frosh 
can make it an interesting game if they can grab 
their share of the rebounds. / 
TKE Negatives vs.? ? will edge the Negatives 'in this 
one. Dick McLain should score heavily again . 
Cougars vs. TKE Zeroes About all the Cougars will 
have to worry about is their next opponents as vic-
tory no. 4 seems to be assured. 
Last week's record: 104 
Seasonal record : 13-7 ~ .650 
UMPG defeated Westbrook College in women's 
bowling 1613-1586 in the last match of the season. 
The high single string of 17 6 was bowled by Marie 
Beaulieu. She also had the high three strings of 441. 
Pandy Vasiliauskas, also of UMPG, had a three string 
total of 442 while teammate Debbie Conroy was right 
behind her with a 415. For Westbrook, Tina Urbano-
wicz was high with a three stri_ng total of 414. 
The team finished the regular season with 2 wins 
and 4 losses in their first year of intercollegiate com-
petition. UMPG will be represented in the Maine 
Women's Intercollegiate Bowling Tournament to be 
held in Lewiston on January 8, 1972. 
Badminton Tryouts Scheduled 
All UMPG women are invited to try out for the 
Badminton team on the dates given below at 4:00 p.m. 
Monday, Dec. 6 - Gorham Gym 
Wednesday, Dec. 8 - Portland Gym 
Monday, Dec. 13 - Gorham Gym 
Wednesday , Dec. l 5 - Portland Gym 
Matches begin in February. If you cannot attend 
a practice session, please leave a message for Mrs. 
Gallagher, the coach , in the Gorham P.E. office. 
A Co-op Venture 
The Women's Abortion Project is a non-profit 
woman-controlled abortion service offering vacuum 
aspirator abortions performed by experienced gyn 
physicians to women who are under 12 weeks 
pregnant for $100. Free transpro,tation is now 
available from the airport to the doctor's office. 
For women who are over 12 weeks pregnant we 
can refer them to hospitals we are in contact with 
and which we feel offer the best services in New 
York City. Women can call us at (212) 691-2063 
or (212) 691-3396 Monday through Saturday. 
UMPG Starts Season On Wrong Foot 
~t. Francis Of Biddeford And Castleton, Vt. Garner Victories; Lyndon State Loses To PoGoans 
Surprisingly powerful St. Francis of Biddeford stun-
ned the highly rated UMPG hoopsters last week by do-
minating the boards via Tony W_illiams 26 rebounds as 
well as his 28 points but it was Irving Taylor's back-
up work in 'bounds that blunted the UMPG line of 
attack, in winning 104 - 96, 1 
After spotting PoGo a 4947 halftime lead, the Red 
Knights changed lead with PoGo for the first 10 minutes 
of the second half before pulling away to a 5 point lead 
after trailing 74-71. UMPG cut the lead to 3 points on 
a pair of fr~e throws but St. Francis quickly added 2 
hoops to up their edge to 7. 
ST: FRANCIS: McBride 9 (6), Williams 9 (8), Do-
nahue 6 (5), Wilson 4 (3), Regula (1), Dunn, Walsh (2), 
Taylor 7 (1), Weaver 5, Burke ... 
UMPG: Lemont 2 (6), Bradbury 2 (1), Morrill 7-
(3), Donahue 9 (8), Recuer 1 (1), Scott (2), Dufort, 
Simonds 1 (1), Graffam, Page 1 (1), Tamulevich 7 (2), 
Lavigne 5 (1) 
Castleton State College of Vermont stunned the 
UMPG hoopsters last Friday night in a foul-filled 90-
80 victory over the local quintent. CSC actually won 
the game at the line, converting 30 of 39 free throws . 
versus UMPG's 20 of 27. The ~partans pulled to an 
early first half lead of 7 points an'a were never headed 
as PoGo continued to "give" points away· at the line. 
Matt Bonahue and Mike Lavigne were top scorers for 
UMPG with 16 points each while Dave Hill of Castle-
ton. took game honors with 29 points on the night. 
The loss was the second this year for UMPG while 
Castleton vened its record at 1-1. UMPG is 0-1 is 
NESCAC play. 
CASTLETON: Whiting 5 (4), Comstock 3 (l),.Berke 
4 (8), Marine 2, Hill 10 (9), Allen 3 (4), Blake 1 (3), 
Girard 2 (1) 
UMPG: Bradbury a, Donahue 6 (4), Dufort 1 (3), 
Graffam 2, Lavigne 6 (4), Lecuyer (1), Lemont 2 (5), 
Scott 1, Simonds 4 (1), Tamulevich _4, Morrill 1 (2) 
UMPG shook off the affects of its two earlier los-
ses as PoGo completely dominated Lyn_don State Col-
lege 121-90 i~ this small upstate Vermont town Satur-
day night. The concluding game of the three game road 
trip saw the U of M cagers win their first game in a 
rather convincing style although their defense has al-
lowed an average of 94.7 points per game. Unlike 
the first two games, UMPG lead almost all the way 
in the one, building up a 13 poi:it halftime spread 
before exploding for 72 points in the second half. 
Matt Donahue was UMPG's top scorer on the 
Right with 31 points; 12 field goals and 7 free throws. 
Bob Bradbury took board honors with 18 bounds 
while Faye Morrill ieooped in 13. Morrill also added 
l 5 points to the PoGo cause, while Andy Duford 
pumped in 14. 
LYNDON: Cline 3 (8), Gilfallen 5 (8), Maxwell 8 (11) 
Downey 2 (2), Ross, Scholar, Brooks 6 (2), Carr:>ll, 
Bean 1 (5), LaForce 1, Karp (2), Goodrich 
UMPG: Bradbury 5 (1), Donahue 12 (7), Duford 5 
(4), Graffam 4 (4), Lavigne 5, Lecuyer 1 (1) Lemont 
3, Morrill 4 (•7), Page 2, Scott 2 (2), Simon.is 3 (1), 
Tamulevich 1 
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Phi ·Mu Delta 
The brothers of Phi Mu Delta are proud to have re-
cently initiated seven new brothers. Congratulations 
and welcom to: Tedd Nickerson, Art McClintock, Norm 
Thibodeau, Don Dufresne, Gary McAdams, Chris 
Twombly, and Jerry Gosselin. 
This past week the fraternity elected new officers. 
President - John Picone 
V. President - Bob Bongiovanne 
Secretary - John Flaherty 
Treasurer - Steve MacCougall 
Asst. Treasurer - Jerry Gosselin \ 
Catching up on Phi Mu Delta's social calendar, mark 
down December 18th is the date of Phi Mu Delta's long-
planned Christmas Party (for delinquent elves). It will 
take place at the PMD house, Saturday night from 8:00 
p.m. on Monday. Come meet Santa and join in the holi-
day spirits and festivities. · It's live entertainment and 
B.Y.O. Donations $2 .00 per couple and $1.50 single. 
Bring the wife and kids! 
Schedule Conflict 
A number of students have indicated schedule con-
·flict on Ffaal Exam Schedule for EDU 150, Pre-Pro-
fessional Field Experience, on Monday December 20 
at 4:15 p.m. Dr. Hempel will meet students with such 
conflict at 4:00 p.m. on Friday, December 17, Room 
404, Bailey Hall. 
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credit hours) next year and want to apply for finan-
cial aid of any form, you should attend one of these 
meetings. 
PORTLAND CAMPUS: 
Dec. 6, 1971 Mon. 12 noon to 1 p.m. 326 Luther 
Bonney 
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. 410 Luther 
Bonney 
Dec. 7, 1971 Tues. 12 noon to 1 p.m. 326 Luther 
Bonney 
-· 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. 326 Lu_ther 
Bonney 
Dec. 8, 1971 Wed. 3:15 p.m. Law School 
Dec. 9, 1971 Thurs. 1 p.m. to 2 pm. 326 Luther 
Bonney 
Dec. 13, 1971 Mon. 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. 326 Luther 
Bonney 
Dec. 14, 1971 Tues. 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. 326 Luther 
Bonney 
Dec. 15, 1971 Wed. 12 noon to 1 p.m. 326 Luther 
Bonney 
GORHAM CAMPUS: 
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. 410 Luther 
Bonney 
Dec. 6, 1971 Mon. 12 noon to 1 p.m. 219 Bailey Hall 
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. 219 Bailey Hall 
Dec. 7, 1971 Tues. 12 noon to 1 p.m. 219 Bailey Hall 
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. 219 Bailey Hall 
Dec. 8, 1971 Wed. 1 p.rn. to 2 p.m. 10 Bailey Hall 
Dec. 9, 1971 Thurs. 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. 219 Bailey Hali 
Dec. 13, 1971, Mon. 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. 220 Bailey Hall 
Dec. 14, 1971 Tues. 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. 219 Bailey Hall 
Dec. 15, 1971 Wed. 12 noon to 1 p.m. 219 Bailey Hall 
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. 219 Bailey Hall 
Features pizzas and Italian sandwiches 
, :ree Delivery between 9 and 11 p.m. 
with minimum order of $5.00 
Open noon to 1 a.m. seven days a week 
tel. 839-6062 
l 0% off on all Orange Dot and Red Dot Albums 
with this coupon. 
WAX MUSEUM 372 Fore St., Portland 
ABORTION , 
QUESTIONS • 
For Information and 
Referral Assistance Call 
ABORTION INFORMATION CENTER, INC. 
(201) 868-3745 
868-3746 
9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 
Monday to Saturday 
l 
I 
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attention to events since that time. In 1969, when 
200,000 tons of bombs were dumped on northern 
Laos, Washington officially admitted only to flying 
"reconnaissance'.'missicins. B-52 raids in northern Laos 
went on for more than a year before official acknow-
ledgmel"l:t. It was stated that U.S. planes were not giv-
ing close support to Cambodian toops when in fact 
they were. "Protective reaction" raids against North 
Vietnam strike a wider range of targets than their of-
ficial description implies. 
In surveying the present trends in the air war, the 
report finds that there has indeed been a significant 
withdrawal of American air power from Southeast Asia. 
Despite this relative decrease in the number of U.S. 
aircraft deployed -in the threater, more than enough 
remain to permit a continuation of the air war on a 
massive scale. American attack planes are being with-
drawn primarily from bases within South Vietnam; 
substantial numbers remain in operation from bases 
in Thailand and carriers in the South China Sea. At 
the same time, the South Vietnamese Air Force is 
being built up to take over many of the in-country 
operations, while relying, however , on the U.S. air-
craft for the maintenance of air superiority and for 
missions in the other parts of Indochina. 
Aerial bombing has undeniable military advantages 
in conventional warfare with massed toop concertra-
tions; but in guerrilla warfare, the study concludes, 
the American capital-intensive response, substituting 
lavish firepower fJr manpower, is both inefficient and 
indiscriminate. Military gains, which ?t most buy 
time, are mitigated by heavy civilian damage from air 
war, the consolidation of enemy morale which fre-
quently results, and the unfavorable image of the U.S. 
projected abroad. Oose air support of friendly toops 
has definite advantages - but only a small fraction 
of the U.S. air. effort has been devoted to that mis-
sion. Interdiction is a valid objective- but it has yet 
to be shown that air power· under Indochinese condi-
tions can reduce the flow of men and material enough 
to curtail guerrilla activities . 
This study of the air war in Indoc'. lina was under-
taken by 20 researchers from the fields of government , 
economics, Southeast Asian studies, international law, 
ecology, history, and the natural sciences. It is based 
on interviews with over 80 experts and a survey of , 
available literature. The work was sponsored by the 
Peace Studies Program of the CorneII Center for Inter-
national Studies and the Program on Science, Tech-
nology, and Society, with financial support from the 
D.i.B. Foundation of New York. 
If you wish to obtain a copy of The Air War In 
Indochina, contact: Air War Study, Center for Inter-
national Studies, Rand Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, 
New York 14850 
Al! rnembers of the Observer staff should meet 
in the Observer office, on Tuesday, December 7, 
at 7:30 p.m. The meeting is very important; make 
an effort to attend. 
The Portland-Gorham chapter of Maine ~tate 
Employees Association will meet Wednesday, De-
cember 8, at 7 :30 p.m. in the Faculty Confe!-
ence Room of Bailey Hall, Gorham Campus. 
Updating the current by-laws· will be one order . 
of business. All members and· prospective mem-
bers are urged to attend. Holiday refreshments 
will be served. 
Gorham Playhouse 
839-4000 
GORI-IAM, MAINE 
Adults .... $1.25 
each show plays once 
